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Abstract
The purposed of this research is to determine the usage of smartphone among student for
education learning. This paper proposes a framework to identify three aspects concerning about
the usage of smartphone among student for education learning. As a result, the study reveals
that the usage of smartphone among student for education learning consists of factors
influence, student behavior and frequency of usage. This paper also shows the table analysis of
review and the figure proposed research framework.
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1. Introduction
The aims of this paper is to investigate the usage of smartphone among student
for education learning. World today has improved their modernism from time to time. If
people used mobile phones as tools to communicate in particular before this but
nowadays everything has changed drastically and according to the circulation of the
times. This has made changes to the development of new means of communication
such as text messaging in place of phone calls and changes in the use of the data for
the user part (Geffet & Maya, 2017). In this era of modernization, the smartphone has
switched from a communicating tool to one of the media to find information or data
among students. According to Mansour, (2016), smartphone was the one of the most
commonly used devices for users to access and use by people in the world.
Moreover, smartphone has is one of the main tools for users especially students
to get quick access to such information. Other person maybe chooses some
smartphones instead of laptops because it's more convenient to go anywhere than
personal computers because limited to bring anywhere based on the size, this mobile
phone play a part for search information, entertainment, chat, shopping, tracking,
providing a home-based learning (Nayak, 2018). Several progressively college
campuses, students, teachers, and librarians receive this mobile device as an example
of tablet computers, smartphones to increase knowledge outcomes.
They renowned that some devices can make lecture rooms further cooperating
and cooperation can be combined with webpages, PowerPoint, video, audio, and others
media. Students at institutions of higher learning are more likely to use mobile phones
as an additive to their scientific materials (Iwari & Fasae, 2015). In addition, with the
development of technologies, give an opportunity to the student to access significant
information for academic purposes.
According to Khang et al., (2013); Noa Aharony (2016), humans are always
involved in various of media form action, such as sending messages, surfing the
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internet, searching for data, playing online games or communicating to each other.
According to Dukic, Chiu & Lo (2015), they said that the variety of academic activities
especially includes looking academic performance information, accessing course
management systems and also accessing materials from library sources and
conducting course registration. Besides that, a student also uses the smartphone to do
various education related activities for example surfing the internet to find some info,
retrieving education material, create the contents, record a presentations and so on.
There have several studies that focus about the usage of smartphone in education
among student including the factor influence, behavior and frequency.
2. Literature Review
This research is to evaluate the usage of smartphone among student for
education learning. For the usage of smartphone, we focus on three main aspects;
factor influence, student behavior and frequency of usage.
2.1 Factors influence
Student tends to use a smartphone in education especially related with academic
purposed. Here are numerous studies that have prioritized the use of smartphones in
our daily lives, while a little study has been recognized on the consumer's discernment
and their behaviors in using mobile phones in various learning purposes (Grant & Gikas
2013; Joo & Sang 2013; Park et al., 2013; Bae et al., 2016). Students at institutions of
higher learning spend averages of 118 minutes to surf the internet, 97 minutes a day to
send messages49 minutes’ on email, 41 minutes’ time on Facebook, as well as 51
minutes talking on mobile. This study is very important because mobile phones are not
only used for connecting multiple people, but also being a device that allows multiple
people to engage in various activities (Roberts et al., 2014). The voiced of the opinion
that most adults and teens are less fully aware of smartphone functionality this can
cause them to be addicted to their smartphone (Junco & Cotton, 2012; Aharony, 2017).
According to Arifin et al., (2017), in these study aims to find out the causes that
affect the level of smartphone obsession to the students and their effect on their
generally academic performance. The other factors are the internet addiction is among
the user especially the student. In this observation, has assessed the level of internet
addiction in identifying smart phone addiction criteria and the results have gained some
important features before. Technology dependency remains attractive widespread
anywhere with variety of forms like smartphones addiction, smartphones addiction and
internet addiction. However, Bae et al., (2016), in their study they identify the reasons
that cause the use of smartphones among students for academic purposes. The multifunctional handset supports available on the computer, with the access to the internet,
and nowadays serves by way of a medium for message or the simple communication
that cannot be done using regular phones.
Grant & Gikas (2013) and Yi et al., (2016), mobile technology offers online
lectures, e-learners and digital library services using mobile technology in the higher
education sector which is a cause for students to always appreciate the usage of
smartphone for education learning. Compare to Aharony (2016), his stated that the
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assimilate and outspread the literature by concentrating on numerous behavior
characteristics and inspirations to completely understood the what affects this on
smartphone usage. Numerous academics, like Roberts et al., (2014), has continued that
the usage of media has turn to a major part of adult life. But, according to Arif et al.,
(2016), their intention to this study, were to discover for a social need, social inspiration
and comfort of affecting dependency on smartphones and purchases behavior between
undergraduates. The need for social need is to interact with others, fulfilled through
communication among college, family, co-workers and club members or groups
(Tikkanen, 2009; Arif et al., 2016). Community requirement remains single vital aspect
behind users’ dependency on mobile phone.
2.2 Student Behaviours
According to Veloutsou & Alonan (2012) and Murillo, (2017), student is further
expected to discovery the information they needed by thorough on the internet and they
confidence with search engines in all-purpose, and Google in a specific, to make
available for them with the relevant and dispassionate results (Pan et al., 2007;
Veloutsou & Alonan, 2012; Fallows, 2005; Murillo, 2017). Alongside, positive perception
of smartphones influenced by the purchased of behavior through consumers on the
future. Similarly, their reliance on smartphone usage consumes fundamental effects for
the acquiring attitude of the students (Kuhlmeier & Knight, 2005; Aslam et al., 2016).
Furthermore, some immoral experience the habit of using this mobile phone is
outshined by an optimistic experience which in turn to greater usage of smartphones
between students. Based on study by Bai et al., (2018), this intention was to giving the
best of outcome established on the attitudes and behaviors of users regarding the
recycling of smartphones. Recognition has been carried out to demonstrate that the
attitude regarding the use of smartphones understanding the behaviors of consumers
and the role of smartphones greatly exceeds as a means of communication.
However, based on study by Geffet & Blau, (2017), they have been investigating
some of the predictive reasons for information seeking smartphone user behaviors is
from a cross generation viewpoint. Smartphones give users the opportunity to check
social networks and solve problems with requests for immediate access to required
information (Lee & Song, 2015). Undergraduate are choosing to use smartphone to
looking on the internet, because mobile phones are extra intensive, considered by go to
every few pages on the site and continuing on a page more extensive than with laptops
or desktop computers (Nicholas et al., 2013; Geffet & Blau, 2017). Compare to Murillo,
(2016), in his study, he wanted to measure the negative trends and value of advertising
they experienced on the advertisements they were taking while searching for products
and services from their mobile device.
Also, he thought consumer attitudes regarding the backed outcomes in desktopsize has been deliberate previously (Jansen et al., 2007; Lin & Hung, 2009; Murillo,
2017), nevertheless remain mostly unfamiliar for transportable exploration, which
previously takes exceeded the desktop exploration capacity (Millan, 2015). According to
Nowrin & Bawden (2018), based on their studies they founded that student were
enjoying an abstemiously protected behavior of escaping destructive attitude, by means
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of beneficial phone settings and disaster recovery. Commonly the student behavior is
needed to be more protected to ensure the security in the proper use of smartphones to
protect the information security of the student and all private data. Furthermore, if they
do not protect their attitude to this security, they are taking a tendency to cause
accidental leak of private data but also can loom the users with illegal blackmail
attempts obtainable of their discomfitures (Muslukhov et al., 2013; Nowrin & Bawden,
2018).
2.3 Frequency of usage
The frequent student use smartphone is based on their purpose, whichever for
social networking or for academic purposed. According to Hossain & Ahmed (2016),
majority of university students used smartphones for academic purposes. A progressive
awareness in the direction of academic use of smartphones were have some
dissimilarities in terms of, age, gender and place of origin also the time of smartphone
usage. These dissimilarities were essentially because the fact that a smartphone is a
moderately new accumulation to the life. Moreover, the literature of info looking for
emphases on information requirements within a mobile setting explored knowledgeable
users, students, and IT professionals and determined that portable internet users are
very expected to address information desires as them arise (Heimonen, 2009; Bomhold,
2013). Farkas et al., (2010): Bomhold, (2013) distinguish the prospective of
smartphones as a tools for libraries use, both public and academic, but does not
address recent enthusiast use. Nevertheless, common pupil use smartphone for regular
phone as a device with internet link as well as digital camera and also smartphone used
for education activities (Hossain & Ahmed, 2016).
However, based on Al-Daihani, (2018), undergraduates were reported to using
the smartphones most repeatedly for community networking or entertainment, for
accessing academic material are ranked to ﬁfth in the middle of seven purpose
classifications. A lack of information concerning smartphone use for education learning
was commonly described as a complications encountered. Mobile devices bargain
online learning resources that arrange for info anytime and anywhere (Al-Emran et al.,
2016). This level of ease of access disturbs the information-seeking attitude of the
students (Ebiye, 2015; Al-Daihani, 2018). Compare to Lo et al., (2016), only a smaller of
them regularly practice these mobile devices intended for official education purposes,
they give priority to those who are most fascinated in consuming search engines, social
communications, and other smartphone use but eliminating for exploration and
duplicate of other requirements and usage behaviors are related to main university
students.
Based on table 1 for analysis of review for the usage of smartphone among
student for education learning, most of the previous study authors more focused on the
frequency use of smartphone and factor influence student use smartphone while just a
few authors focus in a student’s behavior.
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Table 1: Analysis of review
Author
Shamsul et al., (2017)
Ariff et al., (2016)
Sarwar and Tariq (2013)
Aharony (2016)
Yi et al.,(2014)
Geffet and Maya (2017)
Bai et al.,(2018)
Murillo (2016)
Nowrin and Bawden (2018)
Al-Daihani (2018)
Mansour(2015)
Lo et al.,(2015)
Boruff (2014)
Reese Bomhold (2013)
Nayak (2018)
Fasae and Iwari (2014)

Factors
influence
/
/
/
/
/

Student
behavior

Frequency of
usage

/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/

3. Proposed Framework
In this study we develop our research framework based on Figure 1. In Figure 1
we identify dependent variable and independent variables. Independent variable is
develop based on the summary from the table 1. Independence variables define based
on previous discussion in Section 2.1 Factors influence, Section 2.2 Student behaviors
and Section 2.3 Frequency of usage.

Figure 1. Proposed research framework
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4. Conclusions
Smartphone now likely to be common part of our daily life. From the reflection,
we can specify that student is tend to use smartphone for entertainment and
communication rather than using it for learning education. Commonly, smartphone is
used by student less often for education to seeking information. Generally, a student will
use a smartphone as their tools for searching the data for academic information and use
search engine like Google to search the relevant info. Efficiency used of smartphone id
depending on the capability the student to manipulated the function of the smartphone.
In addition, the major factor inspirations the student to use the smartphone is based on
the quality time to spent on it or the motivation to use for what. But, in the term to control
the usage of smartphone among student, student need to have time to relax and try to
avoid to use a smartphone if there is no necessity to use it because the frequently use
the smartphone can be a source of a smartphone addiction. Moreover, smartphones
have indirectly encouragement students' observations of performance effectiveness and
indirectly affecting the usage of smartphones over the development of use, such as
attitudes towards smartphone use whether for positive or negative impact.
Nevertheless, an investigated in future should be done to know why some students are
not applying their smartphones for academic purpose whichever because the lack of
internet connection or they are more interested to use the smartphone just for an
entertainment.
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